
1 

We take turns playing.

In turn, pick a card and

read it aloud

2 

Comrade, you have

been chosen to join the

delegation that will

accompany our beloved

Leader to a diplomatic

summit that could

change the course of

history.

3 

During this summit, our

beloved Leader will take

the decisions that will

lead our Union on the

road to peace or drive it

into the throes of war.

He will need all our

support and a united

delegation, ready to do

anything to defend the

interests of the Party.

4 

For the Party! For our

beloved Leader!

5 

When the Instruction

Cards are completed,

we continue in turn

with the Question

Cards. Read each card

aloud and answer the

question asked.

6 

Other players can ask

you questions or make

suggestions. But they

can't answer for you

and it's up to you to

decide whether or not

to take them into

account

7 

Map X is located below

the Next & Back

buttons.

8 

If there is a card, or an

answer, that you do not

want to include in the

story, touch the X card.

This content is removed

from the game

9 

Your turn, you can pass.

"Give" your card to the

next player and say,

"I'd like to hear your

answer to that

question."

10 

A Question card can

thus be passed from

player to player until it

is cancelled by card X.

11 

Continue to answer,

pass or use card X until

the Final

Card""Betrayal! Our

beloved Leader is the

victim of an

assassination attempt.

Did you help organize

the plot?" be fired.

12 

Each player answers

the question "Did you

help organize the plot?"

in turn. Then the game

is over



13 

The player who wishes

to do so can draw the

first Question Card

Rumours are circulating

within the Party about

your relationship with

the Leader. What do

they say?

You surprised the

Leader while he was

enjoying the pleasures

of a service/well

produced by our

capitalist enemy. He

didn't see you. What

was he doing? Have you

told anyone about this?

To get the position you

hold, the leader asked

you to sacrifice

something or someone.

Specifies who or what it

is? What happened to

this good/person?

Someone around the

table could succeed our

beloved Leader if an

unfortunate accident

were to occur. Who is

it? Who is it? What do

you think of this

person?

You do not always agree

with the decisions

made by our beloved

Leader. This is wrong.

Which decision(s) do

you question? Have you

confessed your doubts

to anyone?

Thanks to our beloved

Leader, you benefit

from a privileged

position. What

advantages could you

lose if someone else

were to take over the

leadership of the Party?

You were approached

by agents of an enemy

capitalist power. What

did they want with you?

What did they offer

you? Did you accept?

Enemy propaganda

depicts our beloved

Leader as a cruel

despot. Yet you know

that he is capable of

showing kindness.

What makes you think

that?

You fought alongside

our beloved Leader.

How did he behave in

the face of danger?

You knew our beloved

Leader when he was

still a simple militant

fighting for the

revolutionary cause.

What was he like then?

Has it changed since

then?

Is our beloved Leader

faithful to his loved

ones or has he betrayed

some of them?



Our beloved Leader

sent a relative of yours

to a forced labour

camp. Was he right to

do so in your opinion?

You are ready to betray,

even kill, one of your

loved ones if our

beloved Leader asks

you to. Who would that

person be?

You're hiding a secret

that compromises all

Party members. What is

it? What is it? How

would the beloved

leader react if he found

out? Are you really sure

he doesn't know about

this?

Do you think there are

traitors among your

delegation? If so, who

do you suspect and

why?

The position of Leader

was contested within

the Party. Who could

have taken the place of

our beloved Leader?

Would he have made a

better Leader?

A member of the

delegation is hiding a

secret that could be

useful to you if you had

to act against him.

What is this secret?

Have you told anyone

or informed our beloved

Leader about this?

Our beloved Leader has

put in place a measure

that makes people

grind their teeth within

the Party even if no one

dares to say anything.

Yet you actively support

this measure. What is

it? What is it? Is the

fervour with which you

support her sincere?

You would be willing to

support one of the

delegation's comrades if

the position of Leader

were to be filled. Who is

this comrade?

In the past, you have

already heard of a plot

against our beloved

Leader. What was your

reaction then? If you

had to do it all over

again, would you do it

again?

The position of Leader is

not always enviable.

What would make you

turn down this position?

Sometimes you feel

sorry for our beloved

Leader. Why? Why?

You weren't always a

member of the Party.

Before, you even

defended certain ideas

totally in opposition to

current official doctrine.

What were these ideas?

Do you still believe in it

today?



A past event brought

you and another

member of the

delegation closer

together. You are like

brothers, or at least you

won't get knives in your

back (although...). Who

is this person? What

brought you together?

You owe the Leader a

debt of gratitude. What

is it? What is it?

It is common

knowledge, our beloved

Leader has lost a

person who was very

dear to him. But no one

knows why and

rumours are spreading.

What are these rumors?

You know the truth.

What is it and how did

you learn it?

Our beloved Leader

suffers from an illness,

even if he hides it from

everyone. What is this

disease? How did you

find out about it?

Do you regret any of

the actions that got you

to where you are today

If our beloved Leader

were to suffer a coup

d'état or an early death,

what evidence would

you have to destroy

yourself to enter into

the good graces of his

successor?

Our beloved Leader has

always had the soul of a

leader of men. What is

your oldest memory of

his leadership?

You made a secret pact

with another member

of the delegation. Who

is this person? What is

your pact?

What is your plan to

survive the fall of the

regime in the event of a

counter-revolution?

You have a sulphurous

reputation within the

Party. Why? Why?

Our beloved Leader has

already sent you to a

forced labour camp to

give you a month of

revolutionary re-

education. Why? Why?

What lesson did you

learn?

You have already

claimed something

from our beloved

Leader many times, but

he has always refused

you. What is it about?



What do you expect to

gain from your

relationship with our

beloved Leader?

Who do you prefer: the

Party or our beloved

Leader?

Our beloved Leader has

already hesitated

between two measures:

one jeopardizing your

privileges and the other

jeopardizing the lives of

hundreds or even

thousands of people.

What did you advise

him to do?

You've already been

fooled by an enemy spy.

What information did

you reveal to him?

What were the

consequences?

You and our beloved

Leader have discovered

a common passion,

which you indulge from

time to time, a little

secretly. What is it?

What is it?

Our beloved Leader has

a sense of humour.

You're always laughing

at his jokes. Is that

sincere on your part?

The Revolution liberated

the oppressed people

and allowed the

emancipation of the

Man of tomorrow.

Nevertheless, there is

one thing you regret

about the old regime.

What is it? What is it?

Our beloved Leader has

entrusted you with part

of his plan to achieve

his goals during the

diplomatic summit.

What is it about?

Our beloved Leader has

already invited you to

his country house,

where he sometimes

takes a little rest with

his family and those

who have his trust.

What impressed you

during your time there?

Some Party officials do

not always agree with

our beloved Leader. Are

they right? Are you

going to report them?

A short stay in a labour

camp has never hurt

anyone and it puts the

ideas back in place. Is

that really a quote from

our beloved Leader? Do

you agree with this

statement?

A little purge from time

to time is good for the

Party. Is that really a

quote from our beloved

Leader? Do you agree

with this statement?

Betrayal! Our beloved

Leader is the victim of

an assassination

attempt. Did you help

organize the plot?


